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THE PURPOSE:  “Those who forget the past,” intone those who would substitute slogan for deep historical thought, “are condemned to repeat it.”  The old military adage, one with a contrasting implication but a perhaps equally platitudinous message, is that generals always fight the last war.  This assignment asks you to compare and contrast the Vietnam War with the American war in Iraq.  Here are some broad-based questions to ponder as you push into your research:

§	What are the most fundamental similarities and differences between the “American experience” in Vietnam and the war in Iraq?
§	To what extent can such comparisons and contrasts offer important entry points into the discussion of American society, its foreign policy and the ways in which these have or have not changed in the last half-century?
§	Can the study of the recent past help to frame our understanding of contemporary times?  Or are our ideas about the former and in particular the latter so influenced by overt political perspectives that the search for a usable past inevitably becomes the overt or disguised expression of political preference?


THE PROCEDURE: Do internet research and fill out much of the following grid.  I have tried to come up with many different categories and do not necessarily expect you to fill in material for each section. The grid itself is available on-line in the Assignments section of the web-site.  Type your analysis into the appropriate boxes.

Although extensive footnoting is not necessarily, include references in parentheses for any questionable material.  Cutting and pasting, of course, is forbidden, though quoting significant passages is fully acceptable.  Please also add an informal bibliography at the end of the assignment. 
 

THE CATEGORIES
VIETNAM WAR
IRAQ WAR



ORIGINS


§	official justification for military action


§	declaration of war


§	role played by the Executive Branch and Congress respectively in the decision to go to war


§	controversies associated with the war’s beginnings


§	history of previous U.S. involvement in the nation and the region






VIETNAM WAR
IRAQ WAR
KEY AMERICAN POLICY MAKERS


§	the decision-making process


§	Presidents and the public


§	Secretaries of Defense and their role in the war


§	policy makers and previous war experience


§	lessons applied from the past (egs. use of World War II or Vietnam War analogies)





NATURE OF THE WAR


§	nature of the fighting


§	war from the air


§	war on the ground


§	role of climate, geography and topography


§	war at night


§	impact of the war upon the civilian population


§	rules of engagement


§	counting the enemy dead


§	weapons of war


§	role of technology


§	exit strategies?


§	your own category





THE AMERICAN MILITARY


§	key American military objectives


§	filling the ranks


§	military training


§	terms of service


§	relationship between officers and regular soldiers


§	women and the U.S. military


§	role of American intelligence (eg. CIA)


§	treatment of the U.S. wounded


§	the U.S. dead and official policy


§	end of service and homecoming


§	role of private contractors in the war effort


§	relationship between U.S. soldiers and U.S. home front civilians


§	your own category





THE ENEMY


§	reasons for fighting


§	military strategy


§	relationship between “enemy” soldiers and civilians


§	extent and forms of communication and negotiation between Americans and the enemy


§	tensions/ divisions within “enemy” ranks





IN-COUNTRY NATIONAL ALLIES OF THE U.S.


§	political


§	military


§	reasons for siding with the Americans


§	sources of tension with the Americans





INTERNAL DIVISIONS WITHIN THE HOME COUNTRY (ie. Vietnam and Iraq)





THE MEDIA


§	nature of the relationship between the press and the government


§	rules and restrictions for the press


§	nature of the relationship between reporters and their employers


§	press conferences and the war


§	role of new media technology


§	importance of television in comparison to other media sources


§	press bias


§	particular controversies


§	media portraits of “the other side”


§	role of the international press








THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY


§	impact of the war on international affairs


§	role of the United Nations


§	diplomatic controversies


§	American Allies and reasons for support


§	Support for the “other side”


§	France and the war


§	Russia and the war


§	Influence of international conflicts elsewhere on the course of the war





WAR PROTEST


§	centers of protest


§	forms of protest


§	symbols of protest


§	protestors’ interpretations of the war vs. the official line


§	Presidents and war protest


§	sources of tension amongst the protestors


§	desertion, insubordination or protest by American soldiers


§	international protest against American actions





PRISONERS OF WAR


WAR CRIMES?


AMERICAN COURTS MARTIAL?


CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE WAR





THE LANGUAGE OF THE WAR (key terms, acronyms and representative phrases)


RELIGION AND THE WAR






VIETNAM WAR
IRAQ WAR
RACE RELATIONS AND THE WAR


WAR AND THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY


§	support for and opposition to American military involvement


§	music and the war


§	key individuals


§	public trips to visit “the other side”





THE WAR AND AMERICAN ELECTORAL POLITICS


§	impact on Presidential elections


§	the war and the Democratic Party


§	the war and the Republican Party





CANADA AND THE WAR






ENDINGS


§	making sense of American withdrawal


§	the process of withdrawal


§	political/public debate about the withdrawal


§	impact upon the home country


§	soldiers’ homecomings


§	continuing connections to the home country?





DEBATING THE LESSONS


§	Lessons emphasized by the war’s defenders


§	Lessons emphasized by the war’s critics


§	Media explorations


§	Hollywood portrayals


§	Your own sense of the lessons of the war


§	Memorializing the war





YOUR OWN CATEGORY


YOUR OWN CATEGORY





CONCLUDING ANALYSIS
(Assess overall patterns and the utility or lack thereof of this exercise)




